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A big welcome to all the new Classic Marques 

drivers and crew for this first event and Oily Rag 

of the year. We especially welcome our new friends 

from the Scimitar and Sabre Speed Championship 

which is now subsumed into Classic Marques, and 

to some of our buddies from the Speedmog 

Championship who are joining us for a few rounds 

this year. Welcome all. Sorry about the wet start! 

Easter Monday: 

Drivers briefing was packed at 8:30 as everyone willingly trooped up to warm conference room to 

dry out and recover their core body temperature. The Clerk of The Course declared a first car 

run time of 09:01, and a revised running order to allow racing engines time to warm up.  

On wandering back to the paddock I noted that the puddle (lake) on the apex of turn 1 after the 

main straight now stretched right across the track. First car actually ventured out at 09:30 as 

the rain continued its steady onslaught. 

Easter Sunday:  

Early birds arrived to sign on and track walk. For Croft rookies, schooled by TheTube, it was 

to translate video into reality. For everyone else it was to see how big and deep the puddles 

were 24 Hrs before the event (what a waste of time that turned out to be).  There was a small 

collection of Scims, 2 Honda S2ks and an assortment of TVRs. 

I watched as a single seater on full wets took 

a Hamiltonesque line around the outside of 

T1 and great plume a spray rose as it 

crossed the chicane. This grew in size as the 

car went towards the Tower corner. Oh boy.  
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Later, I had a scurry down the paddock to meet the Moggy guys and Scims I’d not spoken 

with on Sunday. One might imagine that the Moggy crew, being hardy outdoor motoring 

types would be sitting in deck chairs at small tables bedecked with gingham whilst the rain 

and wind rattled down the paddock.  Not a bit of it. I found a clowder of Mog Men in a 

trailer. 

Paul Turnbull retired before scrutineering 

his Scim Coupe. Couldn’t get engine to 

run although it started. The engine was a 

TVR Speed 6 lump that looked 

impressive, even when not running.  

Water in the works somewhere was true 

diagnosis as it had been fine in dry 

conditions. 
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Your correspondent Phil Ludbrook parked up in 

the paddock – blissfully unaware that his 

excellent showing in the hissing rain is to no 

avail owing to the meeting being abandoned. 

Sprinting can be a cruel mistress sometimes. 

John Stephens 
Dave Greenhalgh – Before.. 

Phil Ludbrook 

Josh Oakes 

Richard Bream 

Dave Greenhalgh didn’t have the best of 

days but it was probably his prang in the 

yellow Scim which led the meeting being 

binned.  

Richard Bream’s supercharged Chimaera is 

a bit of handful at the best of times – 

standing water is not its natural habitat. 

Josh Oakes looking feisty as ever in the old 

man’s SS1.  
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Mogsport Comps Sec Simon Baines taking the roadster for a tootle on Easter Monday. 

Simon Baines  

https://photos.app.goo.gl/0cywjjbu0wuk9tZn1 

Sincere thanks to Anthony Mitchell for the track photos used in this edition of The Oily Rag. See 

link below for the full album of excellent photos from the event. 

Geoff Stallard 

Peter Taylor 

Peter Taylor brings another Boxster to 

the series – an increasingly popular 

choice. 

Geoff Stallard would have done better to leave 

it in the trailer. It’s a long way from 

Godalming to Croft for one practice run. 
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For the seasons 2018-2020, Classic Marques Sports Car Club with be supporting Prostate 

Cancer UK as its chosen charity. Motorsport participants are mostly men but most don’t know the 

statistics and certainly don’t get themselves checked out regularly. Our aim this year is to promote 

the charity by raising money for research, but also doing our bit to draw attention to the charity 

through the distribution of materials and by proudly wearing the decals (currently being finalised). 

Many will have seen Gordon Weston’s Porsche 924 at Gurston Down and may have guessed 

that Gordon is an ambassador for the Prostate Cancer UK.  I am delighted to say that Gordon 

has with Classic Marques for this season and we look forward to working with him and the 

charity to promote this fantastic cause. 

 

Prostate Cancer can strike all men, but it is common in men aged 40 and over, and especially 

prevalent in those in their 60s or older. It is a sobering statistic that 1 in 9 men will contract 

the disease at some point. There are nearly 100 of us in the championship this year – do the 

maths. 

 
The charity forms for 2018 have been sent out but I am attaching another copy with this month’s 

Oily Rag. Do please sign up.  
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Classic Marques Speed Challenge would like to thank Toyo Tires UK 

and Sports Car Hire for sponsoring us again in 2018. 

At the end of the season a set of Toyo tyres will 

be presented to our championship winner by Alan 

Meaker from Toyo Tires UK. 
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Credits for this issue of Oily Rag: 

Words – Phil Ludbrook  

Timekeepers – None  

Photographs – Paddock, Phil Ludbrook 

Photographs – Trackside, Anthony Mitchell - AMM-Photography 

email:    amm.photography@yahoo.com 

Magazine editor – Steve Cox 


